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Singapore: New budget may have 
significant effect on businesses that 
employ foreign nationals 

February 28, 2013 

In brief 

The Singapore Budget was announced on February 25, 2013. There were some important changes in the 

personal tax area, particularly on the taxation of employer-provided accommodation, and the abolition of 

tax concessions for qualifying employee stock plans, which will be of relevance to many employers. 

Companies may also be affected by expiry of additional tax deductions for recruitment and relocation of 

overseas talent, and tightening of immigration processes for foreign manpower. 

 

In detail 

Taxation of employer-

provided accommodation 

Accommodation provided to 
employees in the form of rented 
apartments (including serviced 
apartments) had previously 
been afforded a concession 
whereby the taxable benefit had 
been calculated as the lower of 
either the annual value (or, in 
the absence of an annual value, 
the rent paid), or 10% of the 
employee’s income. An 
additional benefit was imputed 
for the furniture and fittings, 
based on prescribed itemised 
values. Due to significant 
increases in the annual value 
and property rentals, the 10% 

calculation had generally 
allowed employers the 
opportunity to structure the 
provision of accommodation in 
a tax efficient manner. 

With effect from January 2014, 
the '10% rule' will no longer 
apply. Instead, the taxable value 
of employer-provided 
accommodation will be based 
purely on the annual value of 
the property provided. The 
complex calculation for 
imputing furniture and fittings 
based on itemised values will be 
abolished, and will be replaced 
by a fixed additional percentage 
of the annual value (to be 
announced later in 2013). 
Although the archaic method of 

calculating the taxable benefit 
for furniture and fittings needed 
substantial modernisation, the 
abolition of the 10% rule will 
increase the tax burden for 
affected employees significantly. 

Take, for example, a senior 
executive on a tax equalised 
assignment to Singapore, whose 
base salary is S$350,000 and 
whose employer pays rent of 
S$12,000 per month for an 
unfurnished property with an 
annual value of S$90,000. The 
new rules will result in an 
additional tax of over S$13,500 
per year for the employer: 
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  Current From January 1, 2014 

Tax treatment of unfurnished 
accommodation 

Taxable benefit is the lower of:  
a) 10% of total remuneration;  

or 
b) Annual value of the property 

Taxable benefit is the annual value of 
the property 

Taxable benefit S$35,000 S$90,000 

Grossed-up tax on 
accommodation 

S$8,974 S$22,500 

 

Taxation of hotel accommodation 

The taxation of hotel accommodation 
provided to employees has also been 
revised. Presently, this benefit is 
calculated with reference to a complex 
formula which takes into account 
fixed charges, the number of family 
members staying in the hotel with the 
employee, and the employee’s salary. 
This has now been simplified to 
consider the actual cost to be the 
taxable benefit. 

While the change in the calculation of 
hotel accommodation benefit will 
simplify employer reporting, it will 
result in a significant increase in the 
taxable benefit. 

Phasing out of the Equity 

Remuneration Incentive Scheme 

(ERIS) 

The tax concessions afforded by ERIS 
for employees with qualifying stock 

gains will no longer be available for 
new grants made after December 31, 
2013. Qualifying grants made on or 
before December 31, 2013 will still 
qualify for the concessionary 
treatment provided that the gains are 
realised by December 31, 2023. 

The unique tax rules for equity in 
Singapore are well known: The 
'deemed vest' rule can give rise to 
negative cashflow, and Singapore’s 
unique sourcing principle often 
results in double-taxation. Following 
the abolition of ERIS, the grant of 
equity-based rewards to Singapore-
based employees may no longer be a 
favoured option. 

Income tax rebate 

All resident taxpayers will qualify for a 
one-time income tax rebate for 2012. 
The individual’s final tax liability will 
automatically be reduced by 30% 

(50% for those aged over 60), subject 
to a maximum tax relief of S$1,500.  

The rebate should also be 
automatically applied to resident 
taxpayers who departed Singapore 
during 2012. In such cases, if the 2012 
tax liability had previously been 
settled, the IRAS will issue a revised 
assessment and a corresponding 
refund. Employers with tax equalised 
assignees whose assignments ended 
during 2012 may need to make 
arrangements to ensure the refund 
can be returned to the business as 
appropriate. 

Increase in employer and 

employee Central Provident Fund 

(CPF) for low-income employees 

The Government will introduce 
another change to CPF rates effective 
January 1, 2014. Both employee and 
employer contributions will increase 
for lower-income employees: 

Monthly Income 

CPF Contribution Rates 
From January 1, 2014 

Employer* Employee* 

>S$50 - <S$500 

Raised to the full CPF contribution 
rates of workers earning S$1,500 or 

more 

No mandatory CPF 

S$500 - <S$750 
Gradual increases from 0% to the full 

contribution 

S$750 - <S$1,500 
Raised to the full CPF contribution rates 
of workers earning more than S$1,500 
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The cost of the additional employer 
CPF is likely to be relatively small; 
however employers will also incur the 
additional administrative burden of 
ensuring compliance with the new 
CPF rules. 

Expiry of further tax deduction 

scheme for expenses incurred in 

relocation of recruitment of 

overseas talent 

The Government had introduced a 15-
year plan in 1998 to encourage 
businesses to attract foreign talent by 
offering an increased corporate tax 
deduction for the cost of recruitment 
and relocation of qualifying 
individuals into Singapore. While such 
costs will continue to be deductible, 
the increased deduction will only be 
available until September 30, 2013, 
after which this scheme will expire 
and will not be extended. 

Tightening of eligibility criteria 

for Specialist Pass Visas (S-

Passes) and Employment Passes 

(EPs) 

The income threshold required to 
qualify for an S-Pass will be increased, 
from S$2,000 to S$2,200, from July 
1, 2013. Older and more experienced 
S-Pass applicants will need to qualify 
at higher salaries, commensurate with 
their work experience. 

The qualifying conditions for an EP, 
particularly a Q1 Pass (for 
professionals with lower income, for 
example new graduate hires) will also 
become more stringent. In the longer 
term, adjustments will be made to the 

EP framework to ensure that fair 
consideration is given to Singaporeans 
during the hiring process. 

Further reductions in the 

Dependency Ratio Ceiling (DRC) 

The Dependency Ratio Ceiling will be 
further reduced to restrict reliance on 
foreign workers. Following from 
restrictions announced in the previous 
Budgets, employers in the service 
sector will be required to reduce the 
percentage of Work Permit holders 
from the current maximum of 45% to 
40% from July 1, 2013. Employers in 
the marine industry will need to 
reduce their ratio of Work Permit 
holders to Singaporean employees 
from 1:5 to 1:4.5 from January 1, 2016, 
and to 1:3.5 by January 1, 2018. 

The service industry will also need to 
reduce the percentage of S-Pass 
holders from 20% to 15%. This new 
ratio will apply from July 1, 2013 for 
new applications, while businesses 
will be given until July 1, 2015 to 
transition to the DRC limits for 
existing S-Pass holders and renewals.  

This change is mainly targeted to 
encourage businesses in this sector to 
explore innovation and productivity 
initiatives to reduce their reliance on 
cheap foreign labour. 

Increase in foreign worker levy 

Foreign worker levies for S-Passes and 
work permits will increase for all 
sectors from July 1, 2013. This may be 
most relevant to companies with a 
large number of relatively low-income

foreign workers, for example, the 
construction or entertainment sectors. 

The takeaway 

The recent Budget could have a 
significant effect on businesses that 
employ foreign nationals in 
Singapore, either as expatriate 
assignees or as local hires. Such 
employers may need to review their 
compensation and benefit structures 
in light of the new rules on taxation of 
employer-provided accommodation 
and the abolition of ERIS concessions.  

Employers with tax equalised 
assignees whose assignments ended 
during 2012 may need to make 
arrangements for the rebate to be 
refunded to them rather than to the 
individual.  

Employers of lower-income foreign 
nationals may be affected by the 
tightening of immigration criteria and 
the increase in Foreign Worker Levy, 
while employers of lower-income 
Singaporeans and Singapore 
Permanent Residents will also be 
affected by the new CPF contribution 
rates.   

The expiry of the enhanced tax 
deduction for overseas recruitment 
and relocation costs may also make it 
relatively expensive for businesses to 
bring foreign nationals in to 
Singapore. Businesses should 
therefore review their global mobility 
strategy to ensure their current 
policies are still relevant following the 
2013 Budget.
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